**Specifications Table**TableSubject areaMathematicsMore specific subject areaNumber Statistics, Computational number theoryType of dataTables and FiguresHow data was acquiredThe raw data is available in mathematical literatureData formatAnalyzedExperimental factorsZero and negative integers were not consideredExperimental featuresExploratory data analysis, mathematical computationData source locationCovenant University Mathematics Laboratory, Ota, NigeriaData accessibilityAll the data are in this data article

**Value of the data**•The data provides the exploratory statistics of digits sum of squared positive integers and their subsets.•This technique of analysis can be used in data reduction.•The data analysis can be applied to other known numbers.•The data when completely analyzed can help deepen the understanding of the random nature of integers.

1. Data {#s0005}
=======

The data provides a description of the statistical properties of the digits sum of the first 3000 squared positive integers and the subsets. The subsets are the even and odd positive integers. The subsets are equivalence and their descriptive statistics are summarized in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}**:**Fig. 1The summary statistics of the digits sum of squared positive integers. **Remark**: The gaps observed in the histogram are because the digits sum of squared positive integers cannot yield some numbers such as: 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15 and so on.Fig. 1Fig. 2The summary statistics of the digits sum of squared even positive integers. **Remark**: It can be seen that the mean and median of the data set are almost the same.Fig. 2Fig. 3The summary statistics of the digits sum of squared odd positive integers. **Remark**: Here, the mean and median of the data set are the same.Fig. 3

2. Experimental design, materials and methods {#s0010}
=============================================

The digits sum or digital sum of integers has been a subject of interest because of its application in cryptography, primality testing, random number generation and data reduction. Details on the origin, theories and applications of the digits sum of squared positive integers, integers and other important number sequences can be found in [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28]. Recently digits sum and digital root have been applied in the analysis of lotto results [@bib29].

2.1. Exploratory data analysis {#s0015}
------------------------------

The true nature of the percentiles are shown using the Harrell-Davis quantile which is a better estimator and a measure of variability because it makes use of the data in totality rather than the percentiles that are based on order statistics. The Harrell-Davis quantile of the digits sum of square of positive integers is shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4Harrell-Davis quantiles.Fig. 4

Bootstrap methods are useful in construction of highly accurate and reliable confidence intervals (C.Is) for unknown and complicated probability distributions. The data for was resampled many times and C.Is was generated for the mean and the standard deviation. Bootstrap results varied slightly with the observed mean and standard deviation and convergence occurs as the confidence level increases. These are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}:Table 1The bootstrap confidence interval for the mean of the digits sum of square of positive integers.Table 1Confidence level (%)Lower limitUpper limit9927.0227.769827.0327.779727.0727.759627.0827.729527.1027.709427.1227.689327.1227.709227.1227.669127.1227.669027.1427.64Table 2The bootstrap confidence interval for the standard deviation of the digits sum of square of positive integers.Table 2Confidence level (%)Lower limitUpper limit998.228.763988.2468.735978.2628.715968.2618.709958.2928.700948.3088.693938.298.689928.3258.681918.3168.66908.3118.674

The bootstrap estimate of the mean is closed to the observed one. However, the median remained unchanged. This is an evidence of the robustness and the resistant nature of the median against undue influence of outliers. This is also in agreement with the bootstrap confidence limits. The summary is shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Estimation results of bootstrap of the mean and median of digits sum of squared positive integers.Table 3StatisticP1P5Q1Q2 (estimate)Q3P95P99S.D.I.Q.R.Mean27.03927.1427.27827.39827.48727.63927.7120.152210.20933Median2727272727272700[^1]

The M-Estimators are checked for the convergence to the mean or the median. The M-Estimators are robust and resistant to the undue effect of outliers. Technically, an M-Estimator can be assumed as the fixed point of the estimating function. The results of the M-estimator for the digits sum of the first 3000 squared positive integer is summarized in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}.Table 4The M-estimators for the first 3000 squared positive integers.Table 4Huber\'s M-estimator[a](#tbl4fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Tukey\'s biweight[b](#tbl4fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}Hampel\'s M-estimator[c](#tbl4fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}Andrews\' wave[d](#tbl4fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}Sum of the digits of the squared positive integer.27.4327.4427.4227.44[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6]

The boxplot is an exploratory data analysis tool used to display graphically, the quantiles of a given numerical data. Outliers or extreme values are easily precipitated from the data and displayed graphically. The boxplots of the digits sums of squared positive integers and their subsets are shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}:Fig. 5Boxplot summary of the digits sum of the first 3000 squared positive integers.Fig. 5:

The data is slightly skewed to the left for the three cases with some outliers appearing in the case of the total. As the sample size increases, the frequency of the occurrence of the numbers below mean reduces and more outliers can also be obtained. On the other hand, more numbers are expected to appear as the sample size increases.

Particular patterns can be depicted through the use of individual value plots of observations. Some unique patterns were obtained for the even, odd and total squared positive integers. This is shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}**:**Fig. 6Individual value plot of digits sum of the first 3000 squared positive integers. **Remark**: Some gaps in the plot are synonymous with the result of the histogram. Some extreme values are also noticed in the plot.Fig. 6Fig. 7Individual value plot of digits sum of the squared even positive integers.Fig. 7Fig. 8Individual value plot of digits sum of the squared odd positive integers. **Remark**: The plots for the even and odd are identical.Fig. 8

The mean plot and median plot are shown in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}**a** and **b.**Fig. 9**a:** The mean plot, **b:** The median plot.Fig. 9

The mean plot showed the behavior of the mean. This is almost the same result by the bootstrap and bootstrap confidence intervals. As excepted the median plot is an indication of the robustness of the median.

Winsorizing and trimming are two ways of achieving robustness. The robustness of the central tendency (mean) of the digits sum of the first 3,000 squared positive integers was considered. These are shown in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 10The Winsorized mean and robustness.Fig. 10Fig. 11The trimmed mean and robustness.Fig. 11

The data is robust because the possibility of obtaining outliers or extreme values decreases as more values are expected to cluster around the mean. As the sample size increases, the extreme values become fewer. In the case of trimming, the same result is obtained since there are few extreme values to exclude from the analysis.

2.2. Curve estimation {#s0020}
---------------------

There are few curve estimation models that are available in fitting a given data. The result of fitting the digits sum of the first 3000 squared positive integers using the models is shown in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Model fit for the digits sum of the first 3000 squared positive integers.Table 5ModelRAdjusted/R squareSE of the estimatesLinear0.4660.2177.516Logarithmic0.4880.2387.416Inverse0.1790.0328.359Quadratic0.4720.2237.489Cubic0.4930.2437.392Compound0.4420.1950.341Power0.5160.2660.326S0.3000.0900.363Growth0.4420.1950.341Exponential0.4420.1950.341[^7]

2.3. Probability distribution fit {#s0025}
---------------------------------

Digits sum of the first 3000 squared positive integers is best fitted by Cauchy distribution and the details are shown in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}. This was done using EasyFit software.Table 6Summary of the data fit.Table 6ParameterEstimated valueStandard deviationLocation27.312960.129009Scale4.851800.122221[^8]

2.4. Mathematical computational results {#s0030}
---------------------------------------

The raw data of sum of the digits square of the first 3000 integers can be used to generate another set of numbers by finding the absolute value of the difference of two consecutive numbers and the total data generated is the initial data minus 1. The process was repeated until the mode and the median was equal to one. This is because any further step(s) add little or no effect to the analysis and also to save computational time. Normality is reduced by the process as evidenced by the increase in kurtosis and skewness. This is shown in [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}.Table 7Summary of the mathematical computation result.Table 7DataCountSumAverageVarianceMedianModeKurtosisSkewnessRaw30008219327.3976772.153582727−0.156−0.0612999194466.48416122.55003621.2280.98822998160615.35723817.64978422.1961.27832997119683.99332710.51798454.0451.5634299690123.00801110.12681214.7401.9055299572182.4100176.214596217.2252.2356299461732.061796.199655117.4102.3127299352611.7577684.471051110.1902.6188299251401.7179144.6358811110.3772.7119299139491.3202942.7448691113.7652.95410299038311.2812712.9797431114.7163.098
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=============================================
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[^1]: $P1 = {first\backslash\ percentile},\ P5 = {fifth\backslash\ percentile},\ Q1 = {first\backslash\ quartile},\ Q2 = {second\backslash\ quartile\backslash\ or\backslash\ the\backslash\ estimate},\ Q3 = {third\backslash\ quartile},$$P95 = {ninety\backslash\ five\backslash\ percentile},\ P99 = {ninety\backslash\ nine\backslash\ percentile},\ S.D. = {standard\backslash\ deviation},\ I.Q.R. = {the\backslash\ inter\backslash\ quartile\backslash\ range}.$

[^2]: **Remark**: The three M-estimators are the same but are closer to the mean than the median. This is an indication of the irregular behavior of the distribution.

[^3]: The weighting constant is 1.339.

[^4]: The weighting constant is 4.685.

[^5]: The weighting constants are 1.700, 3.400, and 8.500.

[^6]: The weighting constant is 1.340\*pi.

[^7]: **Remark**: The low values of the R and adjusted R square indicate that the models barely fit the data and can give misleading results when used in prediction. Moreover, the power model provides the best fit and the inverse model provides the worst fit.

[^8]: **Remark**: The data exhibits the characteristics of Cauchy distribution; the goodness of fit (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) test showed the statistic of 0.08616.
